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Abstract

Understanding the distribution and extent of plastic pollution depending on three factors

(Covid-19, anthropogenic activities, and environmental elements) is important for predicting and

managing the functioning of marine or coastal environments. Due to the recency of Covid-19,

there has been a lack of research completed on this topic. Throughout the experiment, the

identification, and quantification of microplastics was completed through a 4 year period

involving 11, one liter sand samples from the barceloneta beach(northwestern section of the

mediterranean sea) per year. Analysis of different types of microplastics were combined with

different forms of statistical analysis to accurately draw conclusions regarding the distribution

and quantities of plastic in the beach sand. Through the experiment, significant amounts of

microplastics were found, and were distributed in a gaussian curve throughout the sand on the

beach. Additionally, the impact of Covid-19, and the annual sand replacement of the beach sand

allowed for conclusions to be drawn which provide support for the extent of the human and

environmental impact on plastic pollution. This is due to the trials completed during the covid-19

confinement, which when compared to trials completed after restrictions were removed, provide

a small scale representation of the environmental effects of the removal of humans from the area.



Introduction

Every year, humans produce 300 million tons of plastic, and 8 million tons of that plastic

are dumped into the ocean (Kosior, 2020). In the Pacific Ocean alone, there is a “patch” of

discarded plastic(Figure 1) twice the size of texas (Hale, 2020). Due to the pull of the tides,

almost all water in our ocean ends up there. This patch of plastic is estimated to be about 1.6

million km squared(Lebreton 2018). Having this mass of discarded plastic in one area should

make it a high priority for every government, and we should be working nonstop to clean it.

Instead, most people in the world do not even know it exists. 91% of earth's plastic is not even

recycled(Laura Parker, National Geographic 2018). Understanding the impact of micro plastic in

our beaches is one of the most intriguing questions for ecologists and economists. In recent

years, global issues have arisen, such as climate change. One of the biggest issues is the pollution

of plastic in our oceans; ultimately the plastic consumed by marine life injures or kills the

organism( Laist 1997). In certain instances, larger animals such as whales have been found with

over 88 pounds of plastic inside of them (Deanna Paul, The Washington Post, 2019). Because

they can not digest the plastic, it sits in their stomach, until the stomach is full of plastic. When

the stomach is full, the creature dies of starvation due to lack of space for food. On the other

hand, the plastic that is not eaten by marine life, is broken down into microscopic particles, and

is eventually consumed by humans as a side effect of the fish consuming plastic (Barboza,2018).

In addition, the amount of plastic being dumped into this sea every second is equivalent

to 563 plastic water bottles (Lauren Chadwick, Euronews 2019). After this plastic degrades, it

will become microscopic, and eventually, be washed onto our beaches. This results in a massive

economic impact, costing the EU fishing fleet an estimated 61.7 million euros annually(Claudia

Delpero 2019). Knowing all these facts demonstrates that plastic is an important issue to address

during the next few years.

The Mediterranean Sea is a semi-enclosed basin considered as a small scale of a global

ocean(Compa 2019) and thus can serve to study plastic impact at a smaller scale. In the

Mediterranean Sea, there is an estimated 3,760 metric tons of plastic, earning the title of the

place with the highest densities of plastic on earth (Pedrotti 2022). This makes it relevant to

understand and highlight plastic issues in the Mediterranean Sea.

The purpose of the experiment was to emphasize how much, and what types of plastic

there is in the sand at Barceloneta Beach, and to understand the distribution of plastic throughout



the sand due to time, and distance from the water. I hypothesize that there will be tremendous

amounts of plastics in the sand by the end of my experiment, and that there will be the most

plastic closest to the water, and during the summer season due to tourism. I would like to have

produced enough data to provoke change in plastic use and increase awareness of the population

on the topic of plastic pollution.Finally, I would like to produce a variety of means to reduce

plastic use.

Figure 1: “The continent of plastic (PACIFIC OCEAN)”



Material&Methods

Research Location and Sampling procedure

The experiment was performed in the north-west Mediterranean Catalan coast approximately

41°22'38.7"N 2°11'29.8"E . The sampling was done in November 2019, August 2020, February

2021, and March 2022 at the distances from 0-10 meters away from the water at depth of roughly

0.5/0,5m square and going 2cm deep. A total of 44 samples were taken and each of them was

subject to plastic identification and quantification under a microscope of 40x magnification. 1

liter of sand was collected in each sample for a total of 11 samples per trial. The samples were

stored and dried before analysis.
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Figure 2: research area (41°22'38.7"N 2°11'29.8"E). (A) Europe, (B) sampling location

Quantification and Identification

In order to quantify and identificate the types of plastic, the samples were sifted through sieves

of 6, 3, and 2mm hole width in an effort to uncover any macro plastics within the sand. After the

sand passed through the sieves, the debris captured was visually surveyed for plastic. The plastic

found was placed in plastic cups, numbered with the sample in which it was discovered, and

weighed.



To be more precise in order to observe microplastic, the sifted sand was captured at the bottom of

each sieve, and upon passing through all three sieves was stored again to be filled with 2 liters of

pre-filtered water. The sand and water mixture was then stirred thoroughly two times; once

immediately after purging the theater in, and again 24 hours later. 24 hours after the second stir.

This process was performed due to the fact that microplastics float. Thus, the water now

contained the plastic from the sand. Therefore, it was poured into filters with(0.02 hole width) to

separate plastic from the water. Upon completion of this step in the experiment, the filters were

left to dry for 24 hours. After the filters were completely dry, Identification and quantification

were made by direct observation using an electronic microscope of 40x magnification.

Quantification was performed using a grid method to avoid missing, or recounting plastic

particles. Plastic components are expressed in pieces of plastic per liter. All observed plastic

components were classified as belonging to one of the three main types of plastics(pellets, fibers,

fragments). There was no correlation between size of the plastics, anid distance from the water,

but the types of plastic varied depending on the distance. Every result is recorded in the appendix

1.

Figure 3: Micro plastics observed at magnification 40X



Data Analysis

The heavy majority of the plastic found during the experiment was micro plastic, therefore, the

analysis done for the experiment solely focuses on microplastics.The data has been recorded in

the variety of ways explained below.

To display the information presented by the data, graphs, and statistical analysis were used.

These graphs show the ratio of pellets, to fibers, to fragments, compare the samples’ amount of

plastic, and show how much of the total plastic, in each category, the samples had. Primarily, Bar

charts were devised from the data to show the distribution of total plastics depending on time of

the year, distance from the sea, and type of plastic. Secondly, pie charts created display the

frequency, and proportions of the different types of plastic per experiment, and in total.

Additionally, to present the entire data set by total plastic per distance from the sea, radar and

scatter plots were used. Within these graphs, statistical analysis was also completed such as the

polynomial regression of degree 2 was used to emphasize the gaussian distribution of the data.

The polynomial regression is a form of regression analysis in which the relationship between

variables is modelled as an nth degree polynomial in x (y = ax + bx^2 + c, degree 2). In both

cases, we can estimate the R statistic, which is a correlation coefficient that shows how much the

regression fits our datas. Average data and standard deviation were also calculated to highlight

the general results. 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =  ( Σ 𝑥𝑖 ) / 𝑛.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polynomial


Result Analysis

Figure 4: Total Plastic per Trial

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the total plastic found in the sand samples from each trial. The

total amount is the sum of the number of fragments, pellets, and fibers. This graph shows the

most plastic on Barceloneta Beach was found in March, which had a total of 325 plastic

occurrences, which was roughly double the amount of occurrences found in other trials. The trial

completed in February displayed the minimum amount of plastic occurrences throughout all of

the trials with a total of 79.



A
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Figure 5: A- Total Plastic by Type, B- Total Plastic by Distance from Sea. Blue: February 2021,

Red: November 2019, Yellow: August 2020, Green: March 2022



Figure 5 shows the total amount of plastic found per sample in each trial. Figure 5 A

shows the total plastic per type. Figure 5 A exemplifies pellets being the majority of plastic in the

sand, with total numbers of 483 occurrences across the 4 trials. The minimum amount of pellets

found is in November (56), and the maximum occurs in March(215). The plastic found in March

is around 4 times the amount of the pellets found in November. Secondly, fibers displayed an

extreme difference in occurrences in March with a total of 176 occurrences; over three times the

amount found in all other trials combined. Fragment occurrences remained relatively stagnant

throughout all trials, experiencing minimal increase or decreases. The maximum number of

fragments found in a trial was in March(22), and the minimum was in November (6).

Figure 5 B displays the total plastic found by distance from the sea. Primarily, a gaussian

curve is evident throughout the entirety of the data set, as plastic occurrences are higher towards

the middle of the graph (m 3-6), and decrease on both sides. Some outliers are apparent however

such as March 2022 2 meters away from the trial with 123 occurrences. Additionally, despite

having the lowest total plastics in most of the samples, August and November have show the

highest occurrences in samples farther away from the water (m 8,9,10)

Comparing both figures A and B, in most samples, each type of plastic had similar

amounts to each other, but in meters 3 and 6, there were many more pellets than any other type.

In the first 6 meters, the most common plastic was pellets (23), but farther away from the water,

there were more fibers (only in first 4 meters and more constant number of fiber per sample were

found after 5 meters), and an increase in fragments;



Figure 6: Average and Standard Deviation of Plastic by Distance from the Sea. Polynomial

regression of degree 2 is used as a trendline.

The average total value of pellets across the entire experiment was 120.75 with a standard

deviation of 68.53. The average quantity of fibers was 58.25 with a standard deviation of 79.12.

Finally fragments had an average of 12.75 with a standard deviation of 6.99. Through the Figure

6 trendline, the gaussian curve is also evident showing that overall, the data collected represents

this trend. Although the r^2 value is relatively low, it is lowered significantly by the outlier at

meter 2. This outlier aslo has the highest standard deviation.



Figure 7 Plastic types frequency percent per trial. A:November 2019, B: August 2020, C:

February 2021, D: March 2022. Blue: Pellets, Red: Fibers, Yellow: Fragments

Figure 3 displays the amount of plastic occurrences per plastic type in relation to each other. In

most cases, pellets make up around 75% of all plastics found (figure 3 A-C). FIgure 7 B is

somewhat of an outlier due to an extremely high percentage of pellet occurrences(84%). The

March 2022 (figure 3 D) trial does not exemplify this trend due to the overwhelming increase of

fibers found. In this trial, pellets account for 52% and fibers 42.6%. Fragment distribution

remained relatively constant throughout each trial.



Figure 8:Total plastic frequency per type

Figure 8 shows how much of each type of plastic makes up the total amount of plastic. It can be

concluded from this graph that most plastic found in the sand is pellets(63.0%), followed by

Fibers (30.4%) and lastly fragments(6.6%).



A B

Figure 9: Comparison of plastic distribution through type, year, and distance from the sea. Blue:

February 2021, Red: November 2019, Yellow: August 2020, Green: March 2022. Figure 9 A:

trendlines of plastic distribution through polynomial regression of degree 2. Figure 9 B: Radar

chart of plastic distribution through type year and distance from the sea.

Figure 9 A clearly displays the gaussian curve through the polynomial trendline. An

outlier previously discussed is not represented in the graph, although it was taken into account

for the calculation of the R^2 value. As emphasized by the gaussian distribution, the highest

number plastics can be observed in meters 3-6. Additionally, trials from February(blue),

November(red), and August(yellow) can be observed at relatively close proximity, however the

trendline for the March trial(green) is significantly higher due to the increase of plastic

occurrences within the trial. Additionally, due to the various outliers, and irregular fluctuation of

plastic occurrences within the March trial, it has the lowest R^2 value of any trial(0.163). The

August trial represents a more clear polynomial trend, and therefore has the highest R^2 value

(0.455) of all trials.

Figure 9 B confirms the results of figure 9 A, and adds more information about plastic

distribution depending on plastic distribution and time of the year. This is exemplified in the

March 2022 trial which is mostly distributed within 2 and 7 meters. A wider distribution is also



apparent around these distances from the sea. Through a wide range of results on the axises of 2,

5, and 7-10, the gaussian curve is emphasized for november. When looking at results for

February and August, there is no specific pattern observed.

Discussion

In comparison with previous studies(Lots 2017,Godoy 2020) my study provides new

insight on plastic pollution, and distribution in the coast of Barcelona. The data collected is

unique due to the time period in which it was collected, due to the impact of covid, and tourism.

Data was also collected just before, and soon after sand replacement on the beach, enabling the

experiment to draw new conclusions on plastic pollution and humans’ impact on it. Based on

these graphs, and my overall data, many different conclusions can be drawn.

My results proved my hypothesis to be somewhat correct. I hypothesized that

there would be many microplastics in the sand, but the closer to the water the sample was from,

the more microplastics there would be. The results add more information than we expected when

we started the experiment. Primarily, there is a significant amount of plastic within the sand at

Barceloneta Beach.This data is supported by Teresita de Jesus Pinon Collin who did a similar

experiment in 2018 on 21 beach of Baja California, and the results show a significant amount of

plastics which highlights the fact that this is a global issue. Dodson in 2020 also showed that

there is a huge amount of plastic in the sediment (There are approximately 600–2200

microplastic particles per kg of dry sediment). Many works agree with this study and reveal the

importance of quantifying and understanding plastics amounts in the beaches (Zhao 2015).

Globally, beaches have a long term potential to accumulate microplastics(karthik 2018).

Generally, the plastic found through my experiment was largely pellets, and distributed in a

gaussian curve with the largest quantities of plastic found in meters 3-6, and decreasing on either

side(Figure 9,A). This distribution can be attributed to a variety of factors (Jayasiri 2015),

however mostly that of the waves. Pellets, as evident in their rounded shape due to years of water

exposure, are brought to the beach from the waves (Moreira 2016). In samples closer to the

water, any pellets in the area are pushed farther away from the water by waves. In samples



farther away from the water, where waves do not reach, there is a significant decrease in pellets.

This can be supported by Godoy (2020) and Balthazar-Silva(2020) where they found a

relationship between the abundance of microplastics, and distance from the sea. This leads to an

accumulation of pellets in the middle of the data set. Additionally, due to the fact that pellets

make up the heavy majority of beach plastic as a whole (Figure 8), this central accumulation of

plastics is evident overall, therefore creating a gaussian curve for the entire data set(Prarat 2022)

. This trend is exemplified by the data represented in figure 6 which shows the average total

plastic by meter across the entirety of the experiment. Figure 6 shows a clear correlation between

the data and a polynomial trendline of degree 2.

Fibers and fragments, while less frequent also have a clear distribution across all trials.

Fibers, while being relatively evenly dispersed throughout the sand, are more common away

from the water. Fragments further this pattern as they experience an almost linear increase as the

samples move away from the water, as supported by the work of Karthik 2018. This could lead

to the conclusion that fibers and fragments are brought to the beach by people(Nachite 2019).

This conclusion is exemplified by the increase of fragments and fibers found after covid, as

during the period of covid, there were less tourists in Barcelona, and therefore, less people on the

beach. In years following, when tourism began to increase again, fragments and fibers became

more apparent, as seen specifically in the fragments trend, where in 2019, the beginning of

covid, and therefore least amount of people, recorded the least amount of fragments, the

following year(2020) had almost double this amount as restrictions began to decrease. Again in

2021, almost twice the amount of fragments were discovered, and finally when all restrictions

were lifted in 2022, the number of fragments once again nearly doubled. This frequent and

significant increase in plastic quantities is further exemplified by the high standard deviation

seen throughout each plastic type per trial.

Furthermore, Barcelona city replaces the sand at the beach every year in early April

leading to a new trend in my data (Ajuntament de Barcelona). As the months are closer to april,

more total plastic was found. This trend is evident in the fragments and fibers. Specifically

however, this is seen in the fibers trend, as August had the least recorded about (8) and is the

closest month following april in my data set. March however, was the closest sample collected to

the beginning of April, and recorded 176 fibers. The percentage of fibers against other plastic



types also increased to almost 50% during this month(Figure 6D)While this trend is also seen in

the fragments, pellets, however, are still extremely apparent throughout all samples, regardless of

month. As the sand brought to the beach is is from the sea floor(Ajuntament de Barcelona), these

trends support the conclusion that pellets are brought to the beach from the water, and fragments

and fibers are brought by people due to the gradual accumulation of fibers and fragments

throughout the year following the sand replacement, and the fact that pellets do not follow this

trend. Overall, the total amount of sand per trial was mostly affected by tourism, sand

replacement, and accumulation over time. Hence the trials from 2019 before the lockdown, and

2022, after the lockdown have the highest total plastic. To understand the impact of microplastics

there is an important need to collect data and understand the problem with what we have done in

this work.

Through the process of the experiment many learnings can be taken away. Primarily, the

importance of extreme precision when doing micro measurements, or quantifying microscopic

entities. Additionally, the importance of a clear methodology and organization when managing

an experiment. While I was able to learn about completing experiments using household items,

as I performed my experiment during the covid-19 confinement, the experiment could be

improved using more lab equipment enabling a more precise collection of data. The experiment

also could be performed in a more long term manner, performing the experiment in the same

months for years to come. This would enable the data to be more robust and increase the

accuracy of the results. Finally, I could also repeat the experiment in other locations to compare

plastic pollution across different geographical conditions.

Conclusion

The timeline analysis of the different types and quantities of microplastics on the beach

have provided significant insight on the effect of Covid-19, human, and environmental factors on

plastic pollution. The occurrence of plastics is consistent and predictable depending on priorly

listed elements. During Covid, there was less plastic due to a decrease in tourism, and therefore

upon comparison with data from other trials with increased tourism can be used as evidence to

support the conclusion that humans directly account for a large portion of plastic pollution on

beaches. Understanding plastic distribution and the effect of different factors on it provides a

way to determine solutions, and thus, reduce this severity of the issue.
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Appendix 1: Data Collected

Table 1: Total plastic by type per trial

Pellets Fibers Fragments total

Feb 2021 123 32 14 169

Nov 2019 56 17 6 79

August 2020 89 8 9 106

March 2022 215 176 22 325

Table 2: Total plastic by distance from the sea

0M 1m 2m 3m 4m 5m 6m 7m 8m 9m 10m total

Feb

2021 3 0 3 24 6 8 17 5 8 3 2 79

Nov

2019 1 8 15 8 7 41 8 20 22 20 19 169

Augus

t 2020 6 0 5 2 19 19 18 16 12 1 8 106

March

2022 14 4 123 48 19 12 32 38 14 20 1 325


